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Contact

800 626 4653
ejco.com

---

**Product Number**

45732030

**Design Features**

- High Vis.
- Gray Iron (SL35B)
- Design Load: Heavy Duty
- Clear Area: 455 sq in
- Coating: Undipped
- Designates Machined Surface

**Certification**

- AS110 AAB
- ANSI

**Drawing Revision**

081992532 9999 9999
0110590609999

---

**Supplier**

Trench Drain Supply

877-903-7246
www.trenchdrainsupply.com

---

**Contact**

800 626 4653
ejco.com

---

**Frame Section**

NOTE: FRAME IS REVERSIBLE FOR BOTTOM FLANGE ORDER NO. V-5632, FOR TOP FLANGE ORDER NO. V-5832.

---

**Grate Section**

---

**Quantity:** 1

---

**Frame Section**

Material Specification:

- Frame - Gray Iron
  - ASTM A 18 (SL35B)

---

**Grate Section**

---

**Quantity:** 1

---

**Frame Section**

- Open Area: N/A
- Designates Machined Surface

---

**Grate Section**

- 1 3/8" x 1 1/4"
- 3 1/8" x 8 7/8"